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“He also told this parable to some who trusted in themselves that they were righteous and 
regarded others with contempt…” 
 
That’s Luke’s introduction to Jesus’ story. Luke didn’t always introduce Jesus’ parables, but both 
of the two parables here in chapter 18 got an explanatory introduction. In verse one we read, 
“Then Jesus told them a parable about their need to pray always and not to lose heart.” That 
leads into the story of the widow and the unjust judge. Then in verse nine, “He also told this 
parable to some who trusted in themselves that they were righteous and regarded others with 
contempt…” 
 
I mean, you almost don’t need to read the story after that, do you? 
 
Luke didn’t use that word we translate as “contempt” very often. As Meda Stamper writes at 
Working Preacher, “The second verb, translated here regard with contempt, is used elsewhere 
in the gospels only at Luke 23:11 where Herod and his soldiers regard Jesus with contempt 
(translated there treat with contempt), and it is used again in Acts 4:11, again with Jesus as the 
one treated with contempt (there translated rejected).” 
 
As far as Luke was concerned, that was a serious word. He wasn’t talking about casual dislike 
here, or a difference in opinion. Luke was talking about the fact that human beings strip other 
human beings of their humanity. Luke did not want anyone to miss that when reading Jesus’ 
story. Right up front, he told us: don’t treat people with contempt. 
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
After nearly two millennia of Christianity, it’s hard to hear the reversal of this parable, the way 
it took its first hearers by surprise. It is in the same mold as the Good Samaritan, where the 
despised enemy – the contemptible enemy? – turns out to be the hero.  
 
Let’s start with the tax collector. He was an agent of the occupying Roman state. That would 
make him suspect right at the start. Further, Roman tax collectors gained a reputation for 
dishonesty and corruption, for collecting more than was due in order to line their pockets. In 
the opinion of some rabbis, a tax collector’s visit to a house made the house ritually unclean. 



 
In modern terms, this is not the organized crime boss, this is the guy who comes to the store 
and says, “Nice place. We wouldn’t want to have anything happen to it, would we?” while a 
couple of big guys stand around looking like mountains. 
 
There are a lot of similarities between organized crime and empires if you think about it for a 
bit. 
 
The Pharisee, on the other hand: who was he? He was a faithful student of Scripture. He was 
generous. He was righteous. He was prayerful. He was the model for righteous and religious 
living. 
 
He was likely to be the local pastor. Or if you don’t think of me as being a model for righteous 
and religious living, think of those saints you’ve known or heard of in your life who impressed 
you with their wisdom and their faithfulness. Your grandmother, perhaps, or that insightful 
person whose words caught your heart. 
 
So when the tax collector prayed an earnest prayer for forgiveness, and the Pharisee prayed in 
contempt with no self-awareness, Jesus’ audience would have been shocked. Mob guys don’t 
do pray for forgiveness. Saints don’t pray with contempt. Except that sometimes people do 
change their ways for the better. Except that one of the great temptations for the saints is self-
righteousness. 
 
Jesus saw it. Luke saw it. Jeremiah and Isaiah and Samuel and Moses saw it, and on occasion did 
it. We’ve seen it. We’ve probably done it. 
 
As D. Mark Davis writes at LeftBehindAndLovingIt, “Cultivating a sense of self-assurance about 
righteousness leads to having a contemptuous view of others.” 
 
Or as Debie Thomas offers at JourneyWithJesus.net, in a prayer based on this story, “Lord, I 
thank you that I am nothing like the obnoxious caricature of a human being who is the Pharisee 
in your story.  Thank you that I have arrived at a point in my faith journey where I am much 
more like the tax collector: self-aware, emotionally intelligent, mindful, cognizant, teachable, 
humble, and woke.” 
 
Oh, dear. 
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
Human beings can’t afford contempt. Contempt is not a luxury of a civilized society. It is 
fundamentally incompatible with a civilized society. 
 
Contempt dehumanizes people. Contempt makes people less worthy of respect, consideration, 
and compassion. Contempt justifies abuse. Contempt drives oppression. 



 
It’s no accident that Luke used the same word contempt to describe Jesus’ treatment by Herod 
and Herod’s soldiers. Contempt motivated Pontius Pilate and the Roman officers and soldiers 
who crucified Jesus – and who crucified dozens, hundreds, thousands of others over the years. 
Contempt has barred women from positions of respect and authority. Contempt has enslaved 
tens of millions over the millennia. Contempt has driven invasion after invasion, taking people’s 
homes and livelihoods because… why? 
 
Because we’re human beings and basically, they’re not. 
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
Contempt drove the expansion of the Islamic Empires and the Mongol Empires, and contempt 
drove the expansion of the Spanish Empire and the British Empire. Contempt drove American 
“Manifest Destiny” and contempt continues to blind Americans to the contemptible aspects of 
their history through “American Exceptionalism.” Contempt drove the anti-Jewish policies of 
Christian nations and contempt dragged First Nations children into forced assimilation boarding 
schools in the US and Canada. Contempt inspired the United States’ very first immigration law, 
the Chinese Exclusion Act (which included a ban on Japanese immigration as well). Contempt 
then drove Japan’s brutal invasion of China in the 1930s, the German invasions of eastern 
Europe in the 1940s, and the unspeakable horror of the Holocaust. American contempt for the 
Japanese during the war fed the fire bombings of Japanese cities – those were direct attacks on 
civilian populations – and the atomic bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. 
 
Contempt in civilized societies leads inevitably to acts that I have to call uncivilized. Civilization 
cannot afford contempt. Contempt destroys civilization itself. 
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
Think briefly about what contempt does to the Church. The basic theological premises of the 
Christian Church are: First, we are a beloved creation of God. Second, that we have all of us 
fallen short of our obligations and our aspirations for righteousness. Third, that God’s love is so 
great that it extends to forgive us and to inspire us. 
 
When we introduce contempt for any of our fellow human beings into that, the structure 
collapses and we are no longer Christ’s Church, but a sad shadow of it. As Meda Stamper writes 
at Working Preacher, “The challenge for us perhaps is to notice that we rather like being 
exalted. We might think of it as the satisfaction of a job well done or a duty fulfilled. And we 
might begin to believe that things we do (giving money to the church, doing religious or 
charitable activities, being upstanding members of society, making a well-deserved salary) or 
don’t do (being thieves, rogues, or adulterers) really might justify us, at least a little, might 
make us a bit better than those who fail where we succeed. But until we let go of that notion, 
the parable suggests, we will not go home justified. We will be prisoners to our own small 
righteousness. And we as a church will present a face to the world that does not invite it in.” 



 
Isn’t this the face of the Church the world sees all too often? 
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
How? 
 
I recognize that we frequently use “contempt” to describe a feeling, and if you haven’t noticed 
by now, I do not preach about feelings. That is, I’m not going to tell you to feel a certain way, or 
to not feel a certain way, or to try to feel or not to feel. Feelings happen. They are not under 
our control. And sure enough, people will do things that will provoke a feeling in you that you’ll 
describe as contempt. 
 
First, distinguish between the action done and the person who has performed. The action may 
be dreadful. The person is still a person. Focus the feeling on the action. Recognize the 
humanity of the person. 
 
Second, don’t accept the contemptible action. When we learned children were being held in 
cages some years ago, we declared that this could not go on. When we dissuade – or require – 
that someone stop doing a contemptible thing, then we have a better chance of appreciating 
their humanity. Even better, the world will no longer be afflicted with this thing they’ve been 
doing. 
 
Third, don’t let the feeling of contempt show. Anger over the action, yes. Contempt for the 
person, no. This is your challenge to win an Oscar or a Tony award for acting. Don’t take 
contemptible actions yourself to hurt or punish. Make it clear that while the behavior must 
stop, the relationship goes on. 
 
Fourth, focus on the humanity. Make the assumption that, being a human being, they can 
change the decisions they make in the future. Demand an apology and repentance, but make it 
clear to them – and to yourself – that these are steps to healing, not a pain to inflict. 
 
Finally, be prepared to forgive. They may never change their ways – have you noticed that 
people are stubborn? But they may change in ways you never anticipated. Make it clear that 
you are there for them, that you are with them in the quest to become better people – a better 
them. A better you.  
 
Hold the contempt, please. 
 
Hold on to the humanity. 
 
Be ready to forgive. 
 
Amen. 


